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                                                                                                                                                       Koh Samui, November 2021 

Dear friends and supporters of Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui!

Unfortunately thepandemic still has us under control and hardly any tourists come to Samui!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition, the rainy season started punctually at the beginning of November on Koh Samui!

We had hoped that we would be spared this year, but unfortunately that is not the case!

Of course, it always hits our office in Chaweng, near Laem Din Markt, particularly hard!

 Although many government measures were taken on the main roads to direct the water masses towards the

sea, no improvement can be seen in the side streets.



The water from the large Talad Dau (market) and Laem Din markets seeks the way towards Chaweng Lake.

Unfortunately, our houses (cat house and office with around 100 animals) are exactly in between.

For days we had to pump out water, fill sandbags and feed our dogs from the "boat".

 



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our animal shelter in Ban Taling Ngam, the ceiling in our kitchen has broken down due to the masses of

water! Fortunately, all of our dogs and cats, have remained unscathed!

 



Among other things, we had to buy 2 new pumps for Chaweng and Ban Taling Ngam.

Of course, some roofs also have to be repaired.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

The outside feedings are also extremely difficult due to the rain, because the feed immediately becomes wet and

inedible. Thanks to all the volunteers, without whom we would not be able to care for around 1000 animals a

day!

 



 



_______________________________________________________________________________________

 

This is just a small glimpse into our daily work for the poor souls on Samui's streets.

The renovation work in the shelter is progressing, I will tell you about it in the next info letter.

We are currently also building a new cat quarantine station!

For the latest news, please follow me on Facebook and Instagram at:

 

Marcus Samuidog Sauff and Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui. 

Here I post daily articles about the Dog Rescue Center and the island of Koh Samui.

Please remember, the poor dogs and kittens almost always have only us and wait all day for their food ration and

a few pats! A 20 kg feed sack costs around 20 euros!

Please continue to help us so that we can give the poor strays a life here.

We are very happy about sponsorships for the dear souls in our animal shelter who have not found a place to

survive out on the street!

Another special thank you goes to our clubs in Germany and Switzerland and to everyone who has set up

collective accounts all over the world to support us here on site! Thank you for your constant commitment to

animal welfare!

Thank you to all of you who help and support us!

 

Thank you for your support, your trust and your help,

Marcus

--------------------------------------------------

Spendenkonten:

Deutschland:

Name: Samuidog e.V



IBAN: DE 6166 0908 0000 0803 5105

Schweiz:

Schweizerische Tierhilfe DCRS Koh Samui

IBAN: CH67 8080 8006 5068 0245 1

Donation on Paypal: 

NEW PAYPAL: DogRescueSamui@gmail.com

other collecting accounts in your country

you can find on our website:

www.Samuidog.org          

 

  


